Chevrolets Corvette is the most iconic, and some would say only, sports car built in America. This lavishly illustrated work conducts readers through the Corvette’s fifty-plus years of continuous production, a rich and varied history unmatched in the automotive world. An exhaustive review of six generations of American high performance, from the first 6-cylinder ‘Vette of 1953 through today’s fire-breathing, world-beating C6, The Complete Book of Corvette offers an in-depth look at the prototypes and experimental models, the anniversary and pace cars, and the specialty packages for street and competition driving that have made the Corvette a living automotive legend for more than half a century. With extensive details, specs, and photographic coverage, this book is the ultimate resource on America’s sports car. Officially licensed with Chevrolet and including many never-before-published photographs from the car makers archives.
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My Personal Review:
My only complaints would be MORE PICTURES!! and a updated or similar book! this was published in 2006! while the C6R Is in here, there is an engine shot(Picture) . The book along With Ludvigsens Star Spangled Sports Car, Jerry Burton's 2006/08 Corvette : Americas Sportscar ,Yesterday ,Today,Tomorrow And Randy Leffingwells 50th anniversary Corvette Book, as well Dr. Pete Gimenez Corvette Racing Legends The Story behind the L-88 Engine option,Friedmans Grand Sport are ALL MUST HAVES and the perfect companions! This book I thought would be just another compilation of many of muellers books,Boy Was I wrong! there are some pics I have seen before but alot of stuff in here, the writing is good and witty. Great History. Cant Wait for another Corvette book To Top This!

For More 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price:
The Complete Book of Corvette: Every Model Since 1953 by Mike Mueller - 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price!